
Mars Colonization:  Compare and Contrast 

 

The overall project idea is to create a futuristic Martian Colony in which 

humans can sustain life. The colony creation will come later. 

 
As a first step, you need to research the general requirements for 
sustainable life for humans, what these conditions are on Earth, and what 
Mars is currently like as far as what humans need. 
 
Eventually (in a few days), you will be using this info to create an electronic 
graphic display of your information – you will get instructions for this after 
you have done the research. 
 
Compare and contrast what each planet (Earth and Mars) has to offer 

as far as requirements for sustainable life. Get information for both 
planets to include: 

 
 Atmospheric temperatures (ranges, averages, where on the planet 

are the temps. the most and least hospitable?) 
 Air pressure – what the air pressure is on both planets, and also how 

this effects water 
 Gravity – what is the gravity on both planets; include effects on living 

things for Mars’ gravity 
 Magnetic Field – if Mars does not have one, or has something similar, 

be sure to describe it; include how Earth’s magnetic field helps 
humans survive 

 Ozone layer – same as for the magnetic field (above) 
 Atmosphere – give the main components with relative amounts          
                            in the atmosphere (this means give percentages) 
            * for oxygen be specific about 
                    - requirements for the human body and plants –  
                      explain the role of oxygen in the oxygen-carbon             
                      dioxide cycle and in photosynthesis 
             * for  nitrogen be specific about  
                     - requirements for the human body (breathing) and  
                       plants – explain the role of nitrogen in the nitrogen  
                       cycle 
 Soil for agriculture (what its’ made of and in what proportions) 
 Water – in what form or forms is the water and where are the relative 

amounts  located 
 
You will write down your info by hand in a Compare – Contrast 
Journal. This may be just papers stapled together. You will be graded 
on the journal separately from your finished electronic display. 


